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In the News

ACME Acquires First Aid Supplier OPI

Acme United Corporation has acquired the assets of Elite First Aid, Inc., a North
Carolina-based supplier of tactical and emergency response products. This acquisition,
expected to boost Acme’s market presence, involves Elite First Aid’s management
team and employees joining Acme United.

Read more

New Investigation Uncovers Amazons Claims about its
Recyclable Plastic Packaging It Was Never True

A new investigation has revealed that Amazon's claims about its recyclable plastic
packaging were false. The company advertised its plastic mailers as recyclable, but
they were found to be non-recyclable in most facilities. This discrepancy highlights the
challenges of plastic recycling and the need for accurate environmental claims by
companies.

Read more

Fellowes Expands Portfolio Following Acquisition

Fellowes has announced the release of a new line of markerboards for 2024, designed
for enhanced functionality and modern aesthetics. These markerboards aim to meet
the needs of both professional and educational environments, featuring improved
durability and ease of use.

Read more

Furniture

N9NEFG Press Release

N9NE Furniture Group has officially launched, merging four major office furniture
distributors: HBC Furniture, Pacific Coast Furniture, Rocky Mountain Furniture, and
Storlie Furniture. This merger, led by nine owners, creates a national distribution
network aimed at better serving the US market. N9NE offers a comprehensive range of
office furniture and is committed to sustainability with products like the 100% recyclable
Konfurb Sense chair.

Read more

Organizations Digitally Connected Workplace Change
Management Eptura Survey

Explore how organizations are navigating workplace change management through
digital connectivity in a recent survey by Eptura. Gain insights into the findings of this
study, which examines the role of digital tools in facilitating organizational adaptation and
efficiency, exclusively on Facilities Dive.

Read more

Technology

New Partnership between WSA and CISA

The Workplace Solutions Association (WSA) has partnered with the Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) to enhance cyber defense for its members. This
strategic relationship aims to provide guidance and toolkits to secure systems,
information, and supply chains. WSA will host a webinar to introduce CISA and launch
a 3-Stage "Secure by Design" Program, offering various levels of cybersecurity support
to members.

Read more

Amazon Approval from FAA gives a Boost to Drone Delivery
Programs

Amazon has received approval from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to
expand its drone delivery program. This milestone is expected to accelerate Amazon's
efforts to develop and implement drone deliveries, enhancing logistics and customer
service.

Read more

Monochrome MFPS Market Soars to New Heights Amidst
Technological Advancements

The global market for Monochrome Multifunction Printers (MFPs) is experiencing
significant growth due to technological advancements. Major players like Ricoh, Xerox,
Canon, and HP are driving innovation and expanding the market. Projections indicate
substantial growth through 2029, driven by diverse industry applications. Companies
are focusing on miniaturization and high-resolution displays to meet consumer
demands. The market's competitive landscape features intense rivalry and continuous
innovation, promising a positive future outlook.

Read more

Advocacy Alerts

NAW Sues the Department of Labor Over Overtime Rule

Learn about NAW's legal action against the Department of Labor regarding overtime
rules with the latest article on NAW's website. Delve into the details of this lawsuit,
which explores the implications for labor regulations and business operations affected
by potential changes in overtime policies.

Read more

GSA Commercial Platforms Program to Grow by Five
Providers

Learn about the expansion of GSA's Commercial Platforms Program with the addition
of five providers in the latest article on Federal News Network. Delve into the details of
how these additions aim to enhance procurement efficiency and options for federal
agencies.

Read more

ISSA Updates

Smart Labels by Kevin Florence 

Learn about smart lables in this version of the ISSA Clean update!

Read more

Charlotte Products Appoints Sales & Marketing VP

Charlotte Products has appointed a new Vice President of Sales and Marketing,
marking a significant development in their leadership team. Discover more about this
appointment and its implications for Charlotte Products' growth strategy and market
positioning, exclusively on ISSA's website.

Read more

Smart Business Source

Varo Siemens Pioneering Automated Pallet Film Removal

Discover how Varo and Siemens are pioneering automated pallet film removal with the
latest article on Manufacturing Digital. Delve into the innovative technology and its
potential impact on efficiency and sustainability in pallet handling processes.

Read more
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